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Cutting the cloth – when did they do it?
K S Andrews

with additional research by David Parsons

It has been reported recently that Seventh Series one-inch sheets ceased to be mounted on
cloth in 1967 and that sheets in stock already mounted ceased to be folded into covers in
1968.1

This present study was conducted in order to try to pin down the dates more precisely for
these two stages of the phasing-out of cloth maps.

As reported, sheet 182, Brighton and Worthing, edition A//*, published 3.67 was found
mounted on cloth. This was thought to be amongst the last sheets subjected to this process,
which was becoming uneconomic due to lack of demand, so it was decided to investigate the
maps published from 3.67 onwards in order to discover exactly when cloth mounting ended.
The maps issued in each of the twelve months from 3.67 are shown in the accompanying
table alongside details of evidence for cloth versions.

Evidence for the termination date of cloth-mounted maps2

Date
issued

Sheet no.,
edition

Evidence for cloth
version

Date
issued

Sheet no.,
edition

Evidence for cloth
version

3.67 116 B/*
142 B
163 B
166 A//*
182 A//*
186 B

Archer 47
Archer 47, 50
author’s collection
Archer 47, 48, 50
author’s collection
Archer 49

9.67 97 B/*
130 B
155 B

Archer 40, 44, 45
Archer 48
author’s collection

10.67 132 C
158 B

Archer 47
none

11.67 111 B/*
131 C

none
Archer 39, 444.67 176 B author’s collection

5.67 90 B/*
91 B/*

117 B/*

Archer 47
Archer 47, 50
Archer 23, 32, 35

12.67 156 B
170 B/*

none
none

1.68 160 B/* none
6.67 95 B/*

129 C
Archer 49
Archer 48

2.68 112 C
161 B/*

none
none

7.67 185 A/* Archer 48 3.68 144 B
188 B

none
none8.67 35 A//*

50 A//*
Archer 49
none

Note that these are all new editions or bar-star revisions, so cloth mounting should not
have been delayed until old stocks had run down, as may have been the case with bar
revisions. It is therefore interesting that evidence for sheet 50 A//* on cloth was not found.
The evidence summarised in the table leads to the conclusion that the last sheet was mounted
on cloth in November 1967.

1 Sheetlines 74, 51.
2 Publication dates are from Richard Oliver, A guide to the Ordnance Survey One-inch Seventh Series, second edition,

Charles Close Society, 2004. References to ‘Archer’ are to David Archer catalogue numbers 1 to 50, where the maps
are listed as laminated H99.1, cloth-mounted (C/c).  Data from catalogues 1 to 46 was extracted by David Parsons.
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The question when the last cloth map stored flat was folded into covers is more
problematical because the admirable practice of printing date codes on covers ended in 3.68
and prior to that date was not followed as rigorously as the researcher would like. A further
complication is that the codes can be misleading. A study of the 185 date-coded Seventh
Series covers in the author’s collection for which the month and year of issue of the enclosed
map are known, revealed only 35 dated for the month of publication, 16 one month before, 5
two months, 5 three months and 1 four months early.3 The date code can therefore pre-date
publication by up to four months, which shows that covers were often prepared in
anticipation of need and that the date code is not a sure indication of the date the map was
covered. So 27 out of 62, i.e. over 40% of the covers of new publications were dated in
advance.

The following four maps have been found on cloth issued in the cover variant RO25,
which dates from 2.68.4 It had been thought until recently that there were no cloth maps in
this, the last cover in H99.1 style.

Sheet 107, Snowdon B/*, Peter Gibson collection5

Sheet 167, Salisbury A/*, author’s collection
Sheet 174, Bude A/*, author’s collection
Sheet 182, Brighton & Worthing A//*, author’s collection

These four Seventh Series maps were first issued when an earlier variant of the cover
was in use. The cloth versions left in stock flat were folded and given the RO25 cover several
months after mounting new issues on cloth had been abandoned. They therefore represent the
tail end of the cloth map era. Clearly there was a decision to continue with covering,
alongside the decision to stop mounting, where there were maps in stock that were expected
to sell.

None of the covers for these four maps has a date code but the list demonstrates that new
covers were printed for stored flat-mounted sheets in February 1968, if not even later, and
they may have been applied to the sheets later still. RO25 covers are known with date codes
2.68 and 3.68 but the absence of a code should not be taken definitely to imply a later date of
printing. The precise end date for the covering of cloth maps is thus in deep doubt. The
clouds of uncertainty can be defined but not dissolved.

Of that there is no manner of doubt -
No probable, possible shadow of doubt -
No possible doubt whatever.6

3 The remainder (about two-thirds) of the date-coded covers bear dates ranging up to 81 months after publication.
Covers were produced in smaller batches than sheets, to try to keep shop stock up-to-date for details of price, style,
etc. Despite this, about one fifth of H99.1 covers show price changes.

4 Sheetlines 70, 11-21.
5 Peter Gibson, personal communication.
6 W S Gilbert, The Gondoliers.
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